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LETTER

The limitations of machine learning models for predicting 
scientific replicability
M. J. Crocketta,b,1 , Xuechunzi Baia,c , Sayash Kapoord,e , Lisa Messerif, and Arvind Narayanand,e

The past decade has witnessed substantial investments in 
evaluating and improving the replicability of scientific find-
ings (1, 2). In PNAS, Youyou, Yang, and Uzzi claim that a 
machine learning model (MLM; 3) can predict the replicabil-
ity of entire subfields of psychology based on individual 
papers’ narrative text and reported statistics (4). Here, we 
highlight five serious limitations of replicability MLMs that 
ironically mimic several aspects of the psychology replica-
tion “crisis” (5; Table 1). Considering these limitations invites 
us to expand our modes of inquiry in conversations about 
replicability.

First, training MLMs to reliably predict complex phenom-
ena requires massive datasets, but the available data for 
training a replicability MLM are limited to <500 existing rep-
lication studies in psychology. This training set is orders of 
magnitude smaller than those used to train MLMs for far 
simpler tasks than predicting replicability (Fig. 1A). Small 
training sets can result in wide CIs and thus inflate estimates 
of an MLM’s accuracy, just as underpowered samples inflate 
false- positive findings (1).

Second, these training data disproportionately represent 
“classic papers by selected authors or specific subfields” (4) 
(Fig. 1B). Nonrepresentative training data seriously limit an 
MLM’s generalizability to new data (5, 6), just as nonrepre-
sentative samples reduce generalizability of psychology find-
ings (1, 5).

Third, developers argue that MLMs could be used to effi-
ciently allocate research funding by assigning “replication 
likelihood scores” to individual papers (3, 4). With reported 
error rates up to 30%, replicability MLMs risk falsely assigning 
low scores to individuals or entire subfields. If such errors 
are inequitably distributed (e.g., disproportionately stigma-
tizing subfields with more racial or gender diversity), replica-
bility MLMs could exacerbate existing inequalities in science, 
joining a long list of past algorithmic injustices (7). And 
because algorithms are perceived to be more objective than 
humans (8), MLM- based replication likelihood scores could 
impose even more stigma on researchers or subfields than 
human expert predictions of replicability.

Fourth, MLMs predict replicability from superficial features 
of papers’ narrative text, rather than deeper conceptual 
aspects of the underlying science. If MLMs are used for con-
sequential decisions like allocating funding, this creates incen-
tives for authors to change their paper’s style without changing 
its scientific substance to improve their chances at funding. 
Such practices would hardly improve scientific replicability 
even though they might superficially appear to do so.

Fifth, MLMs cannot provide causal explanations for pre-
dictions of replicability (9). Explanations are seen as especially 
important for algorithms that make high- stakes decisions or 

distribute scarce resources (10). Without an explanation, 
researchers cannot effectively dispute a low replicability 
score or adjust their scientific practices to improve it.
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Table 1. Replication MLMs ironically recreate several 
aspects of the replication crisis in psychology

Replicability MLM limitations Psychology replication crisis
An insufficient number of 

training samples can result 
in wide CIs and lead to 
inflated estimates of 
classification accuracy 
(Fig. 1A).

Underpowered studies with 
insufficient sample sizes 
can inflate false positive 
findings.

Replicability MLMs are trained 
on replication studies not 
representative of all 
psychology studies, limiting 
their generalizability 
(Fig. 1B).

Most psychology study 
participants are not 
representative of the global 
population, limiting 
generalizability of study 
findings.

Replicability MLMs based on 
superficial text features are 
vulnerable to gaming, e.g., 
by changing text style to 
achieve a higher 
replicability score.

Researcher degrees of 
freedom make data 
analysis vulnerable to 
gaming, e.g., by running 
multiple analyses to 
achieve a lower P- value 
(“p- hacking”)

Selective reporting of results 
(e.g., absence of error bars 
on AUC metrics) provides 
false confidence in 
replicability MLM accuracy.

Selective reporting of results 
(e.g., only reporting 
statistics consistent with a 
paper’s hypotheses) gives 
false confidence in a 
paper’s claims.

Replicability MLMs claim to 
provide “discipline- wide” 
predictions of replicability 
despite relying on data 
nonrepresentative of 
psychology as a whole.

Psychology studies claim to 
provide insights into 
“human nature” despite 
relying on data 
nonrepresentative of all 
humans.

For a more detailed discussion of these issues, see refs. 1 and 5.
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Overall, these limitations mean that replicability MLMs 
cannot offer shortcuts to building a more credible psycho-
logical science. However, they helpfully nudge us to recon-
sider whether optimizing scientific tools for quantification 
and prediction always leads to a better understanding of 

psychology. A narrow focus on quantitative replication nec-
essarily constrains what aspects of psychology can be known. 
Instead, conversations about replication need to broaden 
engagement with modes of scholarship that resist reducing 
psychology to that which can be predicted by algorithms.
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Fig. 1. Limitations of training datasets for replicability MLMs. (A) The training dataset for a psychology replicability MLM (4) consists of N = 388 replication 
studies. By contrast, vastly larger datasets are commonly used to train MLMs to perform a range of much simpler tasks than predicting replicability, illustrated 
here with examples from a popular python library (https://pytorch.org/text/stable/datasets.html). Each example dataset is annotated with its number of labeled 
instances and a prominent task it can be used to train. For the Amazon Review data, we used the most up- to- date dataset compiled in 2018. (B) The available 
data for training a replicability MLM is not representative of psychology research in several respects. The Left panel illustrates that the papers used to train 
the psychology replicability MLM (4) are dominated by judgmental sampling of journals and papers, a nonrandom sampling method that is more susceptible 
to bias than systematic sampling; notably, no psychology replication projects used to train the replicability MLM employed systematic sampling across both 
journals and papers. RPP: Reproducibility Project Psychology; RRR: Registered Replication Report; ML: Many Labs; JSP: Replications of Important Results in Social 
Psychology; SSRP: Social Sciences Replication Projects; LOOPR: The Life Outcomes of Personality Replication Project; CORE: Mass Replications and Extensions by 
the Collaborative Open- science REsearch team; Curate Science: Individual effort projects; PFD: PsychFileDrawer. The middle and right panels illustrate differences 
in the subfields represented in the training dataset compared with the subfields used to evaluate replicability in psychology as a whole.
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